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ABSTRACT A3STRACT
A simplified mathematical model has been
developed to provide conservative estimates of
radioactive and/or chemical dispersal
consequences. The model is useful in assessing
physical security protection needs and
determining classification levels for
information on DOE facilities.

Sabotage scenarios for dispersals were developed
based on public information, such as safety
analysis reports and environmental impact
statements for facilities of interest. The
diipersal mechanisms considered Included
criticality incidents^ explosive methods,
pyrocechniisi ASfxingi Site.

The techc&aR Bfowied&S S?u1!re\IA£ 'd IMSvolen t
group intent upon causing dispersal includes the
j t t k ob'j^ttWertnfcrnatioii^Lliaciet

"Source-coiisequences correlation and propagation!!
CfcharacterTatScsJ las SeTCas attack capability '-r[

tnformation (physical securi ty , dispersal ~l

now-how and engineered safety and protection X
eatures) . J>

jf= TEXT SHOULD BE K< . , , g
Physical protection measures, which could <->
protect tfgffefllplC flla^Jejerjence, detection, O

and^apprefiension, we're suggested, along O
classification techniques which could ^

rotect against dispersal by denying access topi
nformation critical to the success of sabotage?

^INTRODUCTION P"
U. In most sabotage scenarios the acute j2
LLradiologlcal or chemical dose that the o"f-site—
—public will receive as a result of a malevolent
action is an important consideration in
determining the resources to be devoted to
preventing or mitigating the sabotage. The
consequences to the public of sabotage depend
primarily on three factors:

1) the source term - the amount of
radioactivity (curies) or harmful chemical
material (grams) that is released during the
duration of the accident
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2) the dispersion or transport
characteristics of the medium that carries the
harmful material to the recipient - typically
this refers to atmospheric or aquatic dispersion

3) the biological impact that a given
material has on the human organism.

The most common problem in estimating acute
effects involves dispersion from source to
recipient through the atmosphere. In the case
of a radioactive source, there are generally
three pathways to consider:

1) the direct radiation received by a
person immersed in a cloud of the radioactive
substance (cloudshine)

2) the radiation received from material
deposited on the ground due to deposition
jjjienomena (fallout groundshine) 3

« Q
CH 3) the internal radiation due to ^
||dloactivity deposited inside the body becausd
of inhalation of material in the cloud. ^

Z >
Jn the case of chemical dispersion, only the "Z
last pathway is relevant. Because of this, an3
ticause the computation of the doses due to tlJ5
other two pathways is done in an analogous waf)
only the inhalation dose calculation will be *Z.
Sesented here. Also, in order to avoid ~
beading on potentially sensitive issues, CheS
ginsequence methodology will be illustrated for
a chemical release rather than for the 2
Sjjdiological releases we have examined in ^
(Connection with our sabotage criteria study. 2?
prfie accident that will be modeled here is the—
Tecent event in Bhopal, India, involving the •Z
release of methyl isocyanate.

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

Source Term

The determination of the source term is a
very scenario-dependent item. There are
virtually no generalizations or formulations
that can be offered to the analyst. Among the
obvious factors that will determine the size of

tP
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chemical sabotage, are Che following:

• the target - is it a nuclear reactor, a
waste tank, a storage vault, a spent fuel pool,
etc. ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ —

• the material - is the material
originally in a liquid form, a powdar, or a gas<-
is it clad, compressed, scored in bulk, ecc.

• the attack - is the method of dispersal
by fire, explosive device, simplo-dwtfring',
pressurizacion, ecc.

• Che contalnmenc - is Che material
containe,d_l.inr,ta,_building, in cells, underground;
does-the attack; brea'tt&ceel walls, undermine
filLcLiufe aj-iLeius, subvcir emergency-cooling-;

ecc. ABSTRACT

Besides che foregoing consideracions, the
analyst must determine whaC fraction of the
source is in che respirable range and perhaps
assign upper and lower limits to the final
estimated source term.

Atmospheric Dispersion

To estimate Che concentration (curies or
grams per cubic mecer) of a contaminant downwind
of a source, resort Co the "Gaussian Plume
Diffusion Model" is usually made (Slade,
1968). According to this model, the
Cime-inCej£rated-air. concentrations x, in
curie-sec'per'cubtcMsecer (or gram-sec per cubic
mecer) aCrgjroun4^Level,«du.a1 .tp.,a, .ppint.s.ource of
Q curies fd

WITH PRESTIGE-^LITE

CJ

o
u
a
z

-̂r)l um

u - average wind velocity (meters per sed}.
y =»rl3teTaiLdiBtance jf com plume centerlinS

(meters) VJ
h ^heigh^a>gr.eleaa&j(meters) O
jy - standard deviation of Gaussion O

distribution in laCeral direction
(meters)

>2 ~ standard deviation of Gaussian
distribution in vertical direction
(meters) S

C
2
Z

[Jlf one is concerned with the plume centerline ^
Ulmaximum) concentracion. Equation (1) simplifies

exp (- (2 )
2a,

Now, the values of Oy and a;j depend on
the existing meteorological conditions and on
the distance downwind from the source, x
(meters). Meteorological conditions have been
cla^s^£i|5d;.lnt.o,sJx_caLegories that are listed
id table--!1.'-> The virt'ng of this method of

classification is chac it groups the many
possible weacher conditions into a manageable
number of categories and allows for a practical
application of Equation (2) through Che use of
Fi'goye_i, once che Pasquill Curbulence type has
ba«B-d<Sid«l upon, Cuthrie (1964) has used
Figure 1 to evaluate Equation (2) for a number
ofAc
9S

radioactivity or chemical poison Chen, involves
use of Equation (1) or (2) for whatever location
Che recipienc is assumed Co be sicuated and for
whatever weather conditions are assumed to
prevail. This laCCer aspect is one wich many

TYPE WILL BE REDUCED TO 35%

[eights and presented the results in
.concentration parameter, defined as

Ea-.ace,reproduced here as Figures 2

' row
che concencracion of

affect Che final result by several orders of
magnitude.

Since one is usually interesced in a
conservative estimate of dose, a sCaCiscical
approach can be used. IC happens chac for
numerous sices in Che United States the average
value of x/Q does not vary appreciably, out to
the 99th percencile (NOREG/CR-2239). This
allows the analyse to pick meteorology at, say,
Che 95ch percencile ("95th percentile" refers to
Chac meteorological condition which yields a
concentration which would be exceeded only 5% of
the time) and calculate concencracions for chac
condicion. Indeed, this has been done for
ground level releases (ERDA-1537) and che
dilucion factor, x/Q> ploted as a funcCion of
disCance from Che source, as shown in Figure 6.
The authors have fitted an equation to this
representation and ic is

5 y _i 455
CC £ - 2.186 x

where x - downwind disCance (meters)where x downwind disCance (meters) ->-

Equation (3) is very useful in Chac it affords?;
conservative value of dilution faccor for ground
jvel releases at any U.S. site for given £
distances downwind from the source.

Q
Z Biological Effects
<
X The biological impact of both radiation and
chemicals have been studied by national and ^
international organizations for many years. 33
Various recommendations exist for permissible 0
Concentrations and body burdens for the generaX
public, for occupadonal exposure, for emergency
"once-in-a-lifeiime" exposure, ecc. One example
of puch recommendations in the case of radiation
is N.B.S. Handbook 69 (1959); a convenient
compilation for chemical exposures can be found
in Sax (1984).

The computed value of x can be compared
direccly with such tabulations when the
permissible concentrations are stated. Whenever
concentrations per se are given, there is either
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mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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g { £ ( £ j.Vleai^oej iiicjjf val associated

with such"values. For example, Sax gives the
LC50 (the concentraclon which would prove lethal
Co SOZ of an exposed population) for fluorine
administered Co guinea pigs as 170 ppm, but chis
i s specified as a one-houc-«xnosuca,—Itence—th»—
units of x, curie-sec per cubic meter or gram-
sec per cubic mecer, are consistenc with these
Cabuladons, When insCead, Che .compilations
give body burdens, the time-integrated
concencracion Xi muse be multiplied_tiy_Lhe_

.population distribution around the site is
unknown bi-.c che populacion of Jaiprakash Nagar,
•the slum closest to the plant, was estimated to
hie abouC 3000. Ic was in Che immediately
neighboring slums that most fatalities Cook
Ipl J..O ~SVrnn l-hn.ijTh on ^f<n. .MiJ 200000 peOple
j(ouc of a Cocal populacion for che cicy of
lhopal-,o£-,-^00000) were exposed to Che gaa.

Xjpll was escimaced aC between

breaching race in order Co determine how much j
material has been inhaled. ••!-

Typical breaching races for man are: j
Cubic MeCers Per Second

SCacouTcTBeeathing. •Sa'te
ight-Attiwity-

2.7x10"
-3w3xl0-

Heavy AcCiviCy ABSTRACT 3 - 6 " 1 0

The product of x. and the breaching race,
assuming no contaminant is exhaled, yields the
amount of material retained in the body.

For radionuclides there are further
considerations. Oaca in the langs, nuclides may
be dissolved in Che bloodstream and carried to
other organs, depending on their physical
state. They may eventually be eliminated by Che
body or concencraced in cricical organs.
Throughout their history they also will be
decaying according Co Sheir radioaccive half-
lives. Tracking the chemiscry, physics and
physiology of. Che ..various isotopes is a complex
matter. FortunaCely^cables exist Chac converC
the inhalation.dose, rin curies,, to a, measure of
biological'danagV/'in'tiremV'-for 'various1 -organs.
Lewis (1977J_^nd Hille.rri(.i,9841,are_£wo sources
^f such "dose conversion1'factor's"1.c The computed,
^ose (in rem) .must then.be compared to some in
Accepted criterion- suc'tv-ai given in 10CFR100 2]
31985), which has recommendations concerning
•emergency doses to Che whole body and the 3C
^hyroid gland. For other organs one must either,
^ind an equals SjiHEpriiiatiyeE publication to ij
•define the limit Co the organ under
jl|onsidera££ouGh.Con£>.musfcEonverC the dose t o ^
Qhac organ to an equivalent whole body dose. Si

o c
fft LOOK AT THE BHOPAL ACCIDENT g

z z
^ Methyl isocyanate (MIC) is processed at the.
jDnion Carbide plane in Bhopal, India to 2
(jaanufacture Che pesticide known commercially as—)
UlSevin". Between midnight and 2:00 AM on Dec. Q

1984, a large volume of water was ~
nadvertantly pumped into one of the tanks
storing chis liquid. An exothermic chemical
reaction resulted breaching the tank and
releasing between 50000 and 100000 pounds of
gaseous MIC at ground level. The wind was
almost calm, from the northwest and drifting
Coward the slums of Jaiprakash Nagar, Kazi Camp
and Chola Kenchi, situated to tie southeast,
immediately outside the plant boundary. The

TEXT STOPS HERE

—P-O
— ,-Slnce ,Jthe. source term, the meteorology, the
in'iiiaMi-i'n'Aigrr-fhiiMnn, the lethal dose, and

jeven Che number of fatalities are only
estimates, one cannot perform a straightforward
computation. We have elected instead to
determine if che midpoints of Che ranges of Che
facCors given above can be used, together with
the—theory—presentedi to—estimate—some phyaAoal—
•parameter, say Che original populacion densicy
'in Jaiprakash Nagar. The numerical value thus
estimated for chis parameter will hopefully be
reasonable.

There is a paucicy of data regarding the
ealth effects of methyl isocyanate on humans.

(Sax has an LD 5Q for MIC in rats listed as 71
mg/kg. Assuming chis applies Co a 70 kg man Che
|LD5i for man would be about 5 g. The source
jWlll be taken as 75000 pounds of MIC and Che
'meteorological description implies a Pasquill
category F, with an average wind speed of 1
m/s. To inhale 5 g of the gas the
time-integrated concentration (x) of MIC has to
be 15000 g-s/m3. Equation (1) for a ground
level release and with the values of parameters
as above is:

15000 e x p .
2ayo y L

a: _
^ Now, it would be useful to find the 5 granr
iSodose contour, in order to establish the
over which doses of 5 grams or more were
received. Since ov and az are functions of
i^alone (for a given Fasquill category) Equation
CO m?y be used for this purpose. Choosing arO
arbitrary value for downwind distance (x), usej?
of Figure (1) yields a corresponding pair of ^
values for ov and 0£. Solution of Equation «=»
(j) then determines the lateral distance (y), ̂
fj2J: thac x, at which an observor would inhale Jj,
£.,. Continuing in this way, the desired contoug
cm be drawn. When this was done for the case—j
â C hand, the area (afcer subcraccing che portigji
Inside che plane boundary) was escimaced rj bez;
18000 mz. Dividing this area by the 2100
fatalities suggests that chere were -8.6 m2 of
space per individual who died. Since ac lease
half of th° individuals inside che 5 g isopleth
would be expected Co die, che amount of space
available to the original population (i.e., both
those who died and those who didn1t die) would
have to be more than half but less than the
whole unit area; i.e., somewhere between 4.3 and
8.6 m /person. This is the range of space per
individual that one customarily associates with
a crowded sljm. Hence we conclude that the
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theory and the results of the accident ace, at
the very least, not Inconsistent.
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x, DISTANCE '

Concentration Paraneur aa a Function of Downwind Distance

K - 100 m

I

A - EXTREMELY UNSTABLE
B - MODERATELY UNSTABLE
C - SLIGHTLY UNSTABLE
0 - NEUTRAL
E - SLIGHTLY SM8LE
F-»,ODERATELY STABLE

IT
102 1O«

«, DISTANCE (m)

Stability Cat Source at ]£ a.
Fig. 5 Concentration Parxictir &s a Function or Dowrrulnd '

for Various Meteorological Stability CatcgorleB. Source at 100 a.

A - EXTREMELY UNSTABLE
I - MODEftATELY UNSTABLE
C - SLIGHTLY UNSTABLE
D - NEUTRAL
E - SLIGHTLY STABLE
F - MODERATELY STABLE

10 100
Downwind Oiimncs, km

FIGURE 6 Unit Concentration (x/Q) vs Distance
Ground Level Release
95th Percentile Meteorology

, DISTANCE

Fig. 4 Concentration Parnnrter as a Function of Dovcuind Distance
for Various ttet*oralc-6lcal 5tabU.lt/ Categories. Source at 30 a.


